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HOUGHTON MIFFLIN, United States, 2016. Paperback. Condition: New. Reprint. Language: English .
Brand New Book. Since Half Magic first hit bookshelves in 1954, Edward Eager s Tales of Magic have
become beloved classics. Now all seven cherished stories by Edward Eager about vacationing
cousins who stumble into magical doings and whimsical adventures are available in updated
paperback editions. The original lively illustrations by N. M. Bodecker have been retained, but eye-
catching new cover art gives these classics a fresh, contemporary look for a whole new generation.
When wishing for magic, it s hard not to wish for too much. If Jane, Mark, Katharine, and Martha had
stopped to think--oh, if they had only stopped to think!--they would have ordered magic by the
pound, or by the day, or even by the halves as they had in Half Magic. But no, they asked for magic
by the lake--and now they have to deal with a whole lakeful of enchantment! Soon the children are
awash in magic. They find themselves cavorting with mermaids, outwitting pirates, and--with the
help of a cranky old turtle--granting a little magical help to the one person who needs it most.
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ReviewsReviews

This publication can be really worth a go through, and superior to other. It is amongst the most amazing publication we have go through. You wont feel
monotony at anytime of your own time (that's what catalogues are for about when you request me).
-- Ms. Elda Schaden MD-- Ms. Elda Schaden MD

A brand new e book with a brand new standpoint. It really is simplified but unexpected situations in the 50 % of the publication. Your daily life period will
likely be transform as soon as you full looking over this publication.
-- Dr. Carmine Hammes-- Dr. Carmine Hammes
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